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A Spectral Galerkin Method for a Boundary
Integral Equation
By W. McLean
Abstract. We consider the boundary integral equation which arises when the Dirichlet
problem in two dimensions is solved using a single-layer potential. A spectral Galerkin
method is analyzed, suitable for the case of a smooth domain and smooth boundary data. The
use of trigonometric polynomials rather than splines leads to fast convergence in Sobolev
spaces of every order. As a result, there is rapid convergence of the approximate solution to
the Dirichlet problem and all its derivatives uniformly up to the boundary.

1. Introduction. Let ñ denote a bounded open subset of U2 with boundary

T = 3ß.
The interior and exterior Dirichlet problem is to find U satisfying

(1.1a)
(1.1b)

AC/= 0
U= g

(1.1c)

i/(X) = ^log(^)

onR2\T,
onT,

+ 0(l)

as |*|-»oo,

where g is a given function on T, and ß is a specified constant. A unique classical
solution exists, assuming T is Lipschitz and g is continuous. We shall seek a
function v e L2(T) and a constant a such that this solution is given by the
single-layer potential

(1.2)

i/(jf) = Ijf iog|^l^Jw(y)da(y) + a,

X^U2,

where a is the arclength measure on T. The formula (1.2) defines a function which is
harmonic on R2\T and continuous on R2. The boundary condition (1.1b) is
satisfied if and only if the pair (v, a) is a solution of the integral equation

(1.3a)

lf^—L—^0(Y)da(Y)

+ a = g(X),

leí,

and the required behavior at infinity (1.1c) occurs if and only if

(1.3b)

(vdo = ß.

In order to state a basic existence and uniqueness theorem for (1.3), let K denote
the real or complex number field and let WX(T) denote the Sobolev space consisting
of those functions in Lp(T) which have a weak tangential derivative in Lp(T).
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Theorem 1.1 ([10]). // T is Lipschitz, then the operator (v, a) -> (g, ß) defined by
(1.3) is an isomorphism L2(T) XK-» W2X(T)X K.

The proof of this result is straightforward, given the work of Verchota [16] on the
classical method of layer potentials for Lipschitz domains.
From this point on, it will be assumed that T is C°°, except where something to
the contrary is stated explicitly. Moreover, we shall assume for convenience that T is
connected and g e C°°(r).
Numerical methods for solving the integral equation (1.3), or equations closely
related to it, have been discussed by many authors, including [1], [3], [5]—[12],[17]. A
Galerkin method using periodic splines was analyzed by Hsiao, Kopp, and Wendland [6], [7], who proved typical finite element error estimates with polynomial rates
of convergence limited by the degree of the splines. Later, Arnold [1] introduced a
Petrov-Galerkin method with periodic splines as trial functions and trigonometric
polynomials as test functions. He proved error estimates for the resulting approximations to (v,a) in Sobolev norms of arbitrarily large negative order, and from
these was able to establish polynomial rates of convergence of arbitrarily high order
for the corresponding approximations to U, the error being measured in the
L^-norm on compact subsets of R2\ T. Furthermore, by use of the Hubert space
Xs e (see Section 5 below), Arnold showed that if T and g are not only C00 but also
analytic, then exponential rates of convergence are attained.
In what follows, we shall present a spectral Galerkin method for solving (1.3), in
which trigonometric polynomials are used both as test functions and as trial
functions. The rates of convergence attained are the same as in the Petrov-Galerkin
method of Arnold, but in our case the error estimates also hold in stronger norms,
with the result that the approximations to U converge exponentially fast uniformly
up to the boundary. We mention that a related technique was discussed briefly in a
paper of Henrici [5, pp. 292, 501]. Also, in a recent paper, Lamp, Schleicher, and
Wendland [9] have independently studied a generalization of the method, which
allows one to deal with a class of periodic, elliptic pseudodifferential equations, and
thus have obtained some of our results as special cases. (They consider the spaces Hp
only for p = 2.)
2. The Integral Equation on the Torus. The one-dimensional torus

T = U/2tt1
will be identified as a set with the half-open interval (-it, tt] in the usual way. Let

(2.1)

Y-(Yi,Y2):T-r

be a C°° parametrization of T satisfying
|y(/)|*0

for-vT < / < 7T,

where y denotes the derivative of y. By putting

(2.2)

u(t) = v[y(t)]\y(t)\,

/(/) - *[y(01.

the integral equation (1.3) can be rewritten as

(2Ja)

(2.3b)

vfJ0è[\y(x)1-y(t)\)uit)dt

+ a=f{x),

Fu(t)dt = ß.
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In the special case where y is a circle of radius r, one can take

y(t) = re",

-it < t < it;

then
\y(x)-y(t)\

= 2r\sin((x-t)/2)\.

In the general case, we write (cf. [5, Eq. (2.8)], [6], [9])

HlY(*)-Y(0l) = A(*~') + fc(jM)'
where

A(t) =-logl—^~
v '

t/2)\

7T 6\|sin(//

is singular but

fj, f|sm((*
-0/2)|\

fc(* 0 J*

I lr(*)-Y(0l/

1 i í V2

- log —j-r-

for x = t,

satisfies

(2.4)

Â:eC°°(T2).

Define the integral operators
/IT

then (2.3) may be written
(2.5a)

(2.5b)

A(x - t)u(t)dt,

Ku(x)=\

(A + K)u + a=f

*

*1t

k(x,t)u(t)dt;

onT,

Fudt = ß■'-«■

In the next section we shall discuss the solvability of these equations using the
Bessel potential spaces
Hsp(J),

1 <p

< 00, s G R,

which are defined as follows (cf. Nikol'skii [15], Bergh and Löfström [2]): Denote the
Fourier coefficients of « by

ùm= F e-'""u(t)dt,

meZ;

define the basis functions

ejt)

= *'"',

m e Z,

and recall that for 1 < p < 00, if u e L^T), the Fourier series

1
U = 2^L

v umem
.
meZ

converges in ^(T). Let D = d/dt be the operator of differentiation in the sense of
distributions on T; then
(2.6)

(DsuYm=(im)sûm,

s = 0,1,2.
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For any real number s, put

/s«4l

(1 + \m\2Y/2ùmem;
meZ

then one can see from (2.6) that formally
j* = (i - D2y/2.

The space Hp(T) consists of those distributions u on T for which Jsu g Lp(J), and
is a Banach space with norm ||u||w»(T) = ||yj«||p. The Bessel potential spaces are
related to the familiar Sobolev spaces by

H',iV=

W;(T),

1 <P< oo,5 = 0,l,2,...,

with equivalence of norms. When p = 2, this fact is a consequence of Parseval's

identity
1 /

(2-7)

\1/2

H"ll2=2^

£ l&j2
^ meZ

'
'

and for general p it can be proved using the following Fourier multiplier theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Marcinkiewicz
am, m G Z, satisfy

[13]). Assume 1 < p < oo. If the complex numbers

\am\^M

£
2-'«|m|<2-'

formez,

K+i - aJ^M

for) = 0,1,2,...,

+1

iAen /or euery « G L^T) the sum Emezam«mem
constant c depending only on p such that

¿Z amù„
p

ieZ

converges in Lp(J)

and there is a

<cJtf||«|L.
p

3. Regularity Theory. Our aim in this section is to generalize Theorem 1.1 by
determining the precise relation between the smoothness of the solution to the
integral equation and the smoothness of the boundary data. The first step is to
determine how A transforms the Bessel potential spaces.
Observe that, since

Dk(t) = -—cotanl^j,
the operator A is related to the Hubert transform
1 rm
11 — x \

Hu(x) = — j

by
(3.1)

cotan I—— \u(t) dt

DA = iH.

(The notation / is used to indicate a Cauchy principal value integral.) It is a simple
exercise in the calculus of residues to show
Hem = sign(w)em,

m G Z,

where

sign(w) =

[ -1
0

for m < 0,
for m = 0,

Il

for m > 0,
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and from this one can see why the following well-known results hold; cf. Theorem

2.1.
Theorem 3.1. The Hilbert transform is a bounded operator

H: I,(T) - Lp(J),

Kp<oo,

and satisfies
iHu)~m = sign(w)ûm,

m g Z,

1 cm
H2u = «-•=—/
udt.

Since A is a convolution operator,
(^")m

= AmMm where Xm = Xm,

and using (2.6), (3.1), and Theorem 3.1, one can deduce

^m = VM

forO^meZ,

X0= F A(t) dt = 2log2,

A-lf=-iHDf+uc0fjdtNoting that Js commutes with convolution operators, the next theorem is now
obvious. The notation «=*is used to indicate an isomorphism of Banach spaces.

Theorem 3.2. For 1 < p < oo and s g R,
A:h;(t)+±h;+x(t).
Define the vector operator

sé(u,a)

= i(A + K)u + a, j

udt\

and write the equations (2.5) in the form

(3.2)

j/(u,«)

= (/,/?);

then the main result for this section can be stated as follows.

Theorem 3.3. For 1 < p < oo and s G R,
sé: Hsp(J) X K & Hsp+x(J) X K.
Proof. Decompose sé onto sé= sí0 + X where s/0(u, a) = (Au, a) and Jf(u, a)
= (Ku + a, l%udt - a); then s?0 is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.2 and Jf" is
compact by (2.4). Therefore si is a Fredholm operator with zero index and we have
only to observe that Theorem 1.1 implies sé is one-one. D
Remark 3.4. An alternative proof of the preceding theorem for the case p = 2 is

given by Hsiao and Wendland [7].
4. The Numerical Method. Denote the space of trigonometric polynomials of
degree < n by
9~n= span{em: |m| < «),

« = 1,2,3,...,

and write

(/!*) =/" 7U)git)dt;
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then look for an approximate solution (u„,an) e^xK
equations

(4.1a)

(<p\(A + K)uH + a,,) = (<p\f)

(4.1b)

satisfying the Galerkin

forah>G^,

f «/„«/*
= ¿8.

This is a spectral method, because the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A are given

by
Aem = Xmem,

wgZ.

Write u„ in the form
(4.2)

un=

E

-mj*-,

\m\Kn

then the unknowns z_n, ...,z„,
system

(4.3)

E

m

an satisfy the (2n + 2) X (2n + 2) linear algebraic

zm + 277Ô/0a„= (e,\f),

^lm+X~iel\Kem)

|/|<R,

lml<"

2w
Ao

The inclusion of the factor 1/Xm in the wth term of the expansion (4.2) for un
ensures that the l2 condition number of the coefficient matrix is bounded as n -> oo;

cf. Mikhlin [14, Chapter 5].
Let the operator Pn: L2(J) -> 9~n be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace
3~n;then Eq. (4.1a) is equivalent to

P„[(A+K)un

+ an]=P„f.

Since
^n« = e

E

"mCm

is just a truncation of the Fourier series for u, it is clear that Pn commutes with A
and satisfies Pnl = 1. Hence, if we define the operator

sé„(u,a) = [(A + PnK)u + a, jf iidr),
then the Galerkin equations (4.1) can be written

(4.4)

se„(un,a„) = (PJ,ß).

This form is convenient for carrying out the error analysis which follows.

Theorem A.l. If 1 < p < oo and iel,

then for n sufficiently large, the solutions

to (3.2) and (4.4) satisfy
(4-5)

|k-

u\\H,(T) + \a„-

a\^ csj\il

- P„)u\\H,(Tr

Proof. First note that
(sén-sé)(u,a)

= ((Pn-I)Ku,0);
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then observe that, since K has a smooth kernel,

Um ||(7 - Pn)K: Hsp(l) -* H¡+\1) | = 0.
«-♦00

(This can easily be proved using Theorem 4.2 below.) Hence sén converges to sé in
the operator norm and the stability result

Isé;x: h;+x(j) X K - /í;(t)

X k I < cStP

follows immediately from Theorem 3.3. The error estimate is now a consequence of
the identity
sén(un-

u,an-

a)=

((Pn-

l)Au,0)

and the inequality (cf. Theorem 3.2)

¡(/ - p„)Au\\h;.>(J) = \\a(i - P>|Ur.(T)

< c|(/ - Pn)u\\H'pm- D

The next step is to estimate the right-hand side of (4.5).
Theorem 4.2. For 1 < p < oo and -oo < s < r < oo,

||(* - ^.)«I»;(T)< C/.r-.»'",H«lljÇ(T)Proof. Since Js commutes with Pn we may assume s = 0. Given n > 1, let / > 0
be the unique integer satisfying 2' < n < 2/+1; then by the Marcinkiewicz Multipher

Theorem 2.1,

E ùme„

{I-Pn)u\\p=2¿

E

< C,

|m|>n

ùme„

\m\>2'

The triangle inequality implies
Eûmem m

<E

m

E

«„

2'<|m|<2-'+1

\m\>2'

<

E 2">'

sup2>r

E

ùmem

2J^\m\<2J+l

and another application of Theorem 2.1 gives

E
2-'«|w|<2'

v-j.

<cpJ\Jru\

+1

By the choice of /,

j =l

and therefore
\\iI-PM\p<cp,r"-rMHr,Ty

n

Remark 4.3. With minor modifications, the preceding proof actually establishes
the slightly stronger result
\\(I-Pn)u\\p^cr,pn-r\\u\\Br

m.
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This estimate involving the Besov space Bpoo(J) is in a certain sense the best

possible; cf. Bergh and Löfström [2, p. 188].
5. Exponential Rates of Convergence. The error estimates of the last section can
sometimes be improved upon by making use of the Hubert space
Xst,

s G R, e > 0,

which is defined abstractly as the completion in the norm
/

.

IML,e=

\x/2

E (i + N2) e2M\ùm\2)

of the space U^L0 ^ of trigonometric polynomials. These spaces are taken from the
paper of Arnold [1], where a discussion of their basic properties may be found.
One can see from (2.6) that

*«.. c C°°(T)

for j g R and e > 1,

and from Parseval's identity (2.7) that
XsX = Hs2(J)

forjGR,

with equivalence of norms. On the other hand, for 0 < e < 1, the space Xs e contains
elements which are not even distributions on T. (If u is a distribution, then
ùm = 0(\m\s) for some integer 5 > 0.) For our purposes, the utility of Xs e stems
from the following approximation theorem; cf. Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 5.1. For -00 < s < r < 00 and e ^ 1,
||(/-/Jn)«||»i(T)<¿:«í-vi«||r,e.

Proof. Using Parseval's identity (2.7),

(27r)2||(/-JPj«|¿(T)=

E

(I+MTIÛJ2

\m\>n

< ( sup (1 + H2rv2M)(
\|m|>n

£

(1 + N2)v""'iûj2)

'\\m\>n

< (ii'-v»)2IK..

'

□

To make use of this result in Theorem 4.1, we must know u g A",e for some e > 1,
and hence the remainder of this section is devoted to establishing the necessary
regularity theorem.
For 8 > 0, let Ys be the vector space of functions / which are analytic and satisfy
f(z + 2tt) = f(z) in the strip |Im(z)| < 8. By Cauchy's theorem, if / G Ys , then

(5.1)

\L\<e~SM

max

Im(z)= ±8

|/(z)|,

0 < 8 < 80,

which shows
Ys c Xse

for j g R and 0 < 6 < es.

We shall now assume:

,

.

the functions yx, y2 and / appearing in (2.1) and (2.2) all
belong to YSofor some 80 > 0.
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This will enable us to prove the following

Lemma 5.2. The operator

is compact for s,, í2 G R, e, > e s° a/ii/ 0 < e2 < es°.
Proo/. First we remark that since u -> ((1 + |w|2)i/2£|m|«m)meZ is an isometry
Xse -* l2(Z), a subset Sf of A"st is precompact in Xse if and only if it is bounded

and satisfies
lim sup
n-oo

£

(1 + |m|2)V|m||wJ2 = 0;

„Eyw>„

cf. Edwards [4, p. 269]. The Fourier coefficients of the kernel of K,

kmi- F f e-(mx+")k(x,t)dxdt,
satisfy

|fc/J<e-a<""l+'">
Imizj)-

max

|*(z,,z2)|

±S,Im(z2)=±S

for 0 < 5 < 50; cf. (5.1) and [1, Lemma 4.5]. Choose 8 so that e2e~s < 1 < exes;
then by the Schwarz inequality,
\iKu)m\

E £«,./«/

=

/eZ

< „-uml E (1 + |/|2)-(eie«)-2|/|)(E (i + i/OVI*,!
/eZ
=

/\/eZ

^-2S|m|||M||2,f,,

and hence

su?

e

(i + M2r2e2ii(K«);i2<

II"!!.,,.,,,<1 |m|>«

e

(i + mt(v,)2W.

|m|>/l

This shows that A^maps the unit ball of A',

into a precompact subset of A"

D

Theorem 5.3. // (5.2) holds, then
sé:XseXK^±Xs+UeXK

fors GR ande~s° < e < es°.

Proof. One has only to modify the proof of Theorem 3.3, noting that
X- xst -* Xs+X£

is compact by Lemma 5.2, and

A:X„#X,+U.

□

Remark 5.4. Arnold [1] proved this theorem only for e~s° < e < 1, which is not
the case of interest to us.
6. Conclusion. Corresponding to the numerical solution un on T, there is a unique
function vn on T satisfying «„(0 = i>„[y(')]|y(OI; cf. (2.2). The resulting single-layer
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potential

(6.1)

Un(X)= l^log^-^Y^v„(Y)da(Y)

furnishes an approximation
estimates.

+ an,

*GR2,

to U which satisfies the following asymptotic error

Theorem 6.1. Let a = (a,, a2) be any pair of nonnegative integers and write
3 \a'/

k = ax + a2,

3a=,9^w

8

l9A-2

(i) // r and gare C°°, then
\\d*(un - u) ||Loo(R2Nn< cky^2-r]/íojü\\g\\Hi{T)

for every r > k + \.
(ii) // T and g are analytic as in (5.2), then
\\nvn

forr>k+

- U)\\Lx(R^T)

< c,,r.ee-"^

+ 1/2-'-v/io^||g||f,e

j and 1 < e < es°.

Proof. Put g„=

U„\ T; then the error En = Un - U satisfies

A£„ = 0

onR2\T,

E„ = gn - g

on T,

£„(A) = 0(1),

as|A|^oo,

and so, using the arguments set out in Arnold [1, Theorem 5.4],
(6-2)

||3a£J| tœ(R2xn < c^-1/2||g„

- g||H^^{T)

for 0 < fi < 1. Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 imply

\\g„ - SWhHT)
< Cs(\\"n- "IIh|->(T)+ I«« - «l)
< c,\\il - ^,)«||jis-»(T) < cr,s"J"nigllíí;(r)
for r > s, so

l|9a£Jk<«»M-)
< W^nk+'+W-'Mn

(F)'

and putting /x x = log« this proves part (i). For part (ii), use Theorems 5.1 and 5.3
to obtain

ll«.-«lljli(n<C..r«'"r«""ll«llr..
for s < r and 1 < e < es°. D
Remark 6.2. In part (i) of the above theorem we have not made full use of the
results of Sections 3 and 4 but only of the case p = 2. This restriction is due to the
trace theorems and to a priori estimates used to prove (6.2). It is interesting to note,
however, that the well-known formula for the normal derivative of a single-layer
potential allows one to prove natural error estimates for the normal derivative of U„
in Hp(T) for 1 < p < oo. Actually, if instead of Hp one works with the Besov space
Bpq, for which the relevant trace theorems and a priori estimates hold for 1 < p < oo,
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then it is possible to show [12, Theorem 6.2]

\\nun

- U) ||Lœ(HV) < cti,irn*+1//-'||g||^(r)>

where r > k + 1/p and 1 < p < oo. Notice that here there is no factor involving
log n, the reason being that one can use the sharp imbedding Bp{p(J) c C(T),
1 < p < oo, to obtain maximum-norm estimates.
In contrast to the analogous results of Arnold [1, Theorem 5.3], our error
estimates for U„ and its derivatives are valid uniformly up to the boundary and not
just on compact subsets of R2 \ T. Of course, in practice one must take account of

additional errors arising from the use of numerical quadratures to evaluate the
integrals defining (et\Kem) and (e,\f) in (4.3) and U„ in (6.1). For a discussion of
these matters, including the use of fast Fourier transforms, we refer to [9], [10,

Section 5.4], and [11]. Results of numerical experiments are given in [5], [9], [11], [17].
Finally, I wish to thank Professor H. Triebel for some discussions which were
helpful in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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